
Initiating small steps to reduce students’ carbon footprints and improve 
gameday experience.



What is the problem being addressed?

The continuous rise in global temperature. Resulting in incredibly hot game days!

Who does this affect?

Everyone!

This campaign focuses specifically on how this rise in temperature affects UofSC students, 

fans, and athletes, particularly at Gamecock football games.

How can students mitigate this temperature rise?

By decreasing their carbon footprint.

“In 2013 the IPCC stated in its summary that it is “extremely likely that more than half of the 

observed increase in global average surface temperature” from 1951 to 2010 was caused by 

human activity. By “extremely likely”, it meant that there was between a 95% and 100% 

probability that more than half of modern warming was due to humans.”



What is a carbon footprint?

The total amount of greenhouse gases that are generated by our actions.

How do you decrease your carbon footprint?

Through small changes in your daily lifestyle like…

● Walking to class and other social events

● Recycling

● Replacing plastics with reusables items

● Carpooling with friends

● Turning off unused lights

“The average carbon footprint for a person in the United States is 16 tons, one of the highest 

rates in the world. Globally, the average is closer to 4 tons. To have the best chance of 

avoiding a 2℃ rise in global temperatures, the average global carbon footprint per year 

needs to drop under 2 tons by 2050.”



THE IDEA

Get students and Gamecock fans interested in learning more about global climate change and how 
they can help mitigate global temperature rise by reducing their individual carbon footprints. 

Reduce carbon footprint

Slow rising temperatures

Make game days less hot and even more enjoyable!















How is this campaign different?

Rally around a common interest of the university and surrounding area. 

What will success look like?

A few years from now, due to the decrease in our carbon footprints, the global 
temperature would decrease, and gamedays would be much less hot and humid and 
much more enjoyable! 



Student Designers:

Alyssa Ross: adross@email.sc.edu

Olivia Harvey: ofharvey@email.sc.edu

Will Frame: wpframe@email.sc.edu

Charles Holden: cwholden@email.sc.edu
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Sources:

https://www.nature.org/en-us/get-involved/how-to-help/carbon-footprint-calculator/

https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-why-scientists-think-100-of-global-warming-is-due-to-humans

https://www.nature.org/en-us/get-involved/how-to-help/carbon-footprint-calculator/
https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-why-scientists-think-100-of-global-warming-is-due-to-humans

